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Additional comment (optional) / Comentario adicional (opcional)

"Escuela" and "School" in the name indicates that it is "immersion". Don't need to explicitly add 

"immersion" to the title if we have those two words. Or we can just say "Key Immersion".

Alum parent.  My LAST choice is "Spanish Immersion" because it's a DUAL immersion school.  Also, 

can you communicate to the community why none of these include "bilingual" given that many 

parents and staff have raised the point in recent years that "bilingual" may be a more understandable 

term to many native-Spanish-speaking families than "immersion"? Thank you. 

Arlington Bilingual School Key (ABSK) or Arlington Immersion School Key (AISK) 

As long as "Key" remains.  It would be nice to have "escuela" in the name to reflect the bilingualism.

Can there be an option with “escuela” without having “school” in the name twice?

Escogimos este nombre con mis dos hijos. Ósea el voto va por tres! Lol 

Escuela Key Elementary

Glad you’re not changing from Key

Having "Escuela" and "school" as part of the new name is redundant. Escuela is school in Spanish. If 

one of the choices using Escuela wins the naming vote, then the word "school" should be removed 

from the name.

I also really like Key Spanish Immersion Elementary School

I am fine with or without the word "immersion," but I would like it to be Escuela Key. (It seems 

repetitive to me to be "Escuela Key . . . School," and I would probably prefer just to have it all be in 

Spanish.

I am glad all the names include "Key". It is important to keep the identity of the school.

I like Escuela Key Elementary School best.

I like the idea of including "immersion" as part of our identity, but I think that is captured by using 

Escuela in the name. 

I propose Franklin Key Elementary - Emphasizes both the value of multilingualism as Ben Franklin 

was America's first diplomat and his academic interests as recalled in his famous KEY experiment 

that demonstrated the connection between lightning and electricity. Seems obvious to associate our 

polyglot foreign service, whose training facility is just a few miles from this school with the academic 

pursuits of the school.

I think "Key Spanish Immersion Elementary School" is too long, but I would love to see some nod to 

Spanish -- like Escuela Key Immersion or similar

I think part of the name should be in Spanish!!
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I think we should include the word "Escuela" because we should have a word in Spanish in our 

school's name.  I think we should include "Immersion" in the name because that tracks well with 

Claremont's name.

I thought the point of the name change was removing “Key” since the school is no longer on Key 

Blvd? There’s no variation in these options. 

I would be happy with any of the names that the committee has put forth.

I’m not attached to the name Key but do really like having a bilingual name

I’m sooooo happy your are keeping it “Key!” I don’t care what else it has with it.  

I'd love to keep some Spanish reference or direct reference to immersion to confirm our 

commitment to the immersion program!

It is very important to me that the name indicates in some way that biliteracy in Spanish is 

fundamental to the mission of our school.  The name should contain at least one or more of these 

words "Immersion" or "Spanish Immersion" or  "Escuela" to indicate our commitment to Spanish 

Language Education.  

It seems like the previous question about the names should have been a multiple choice question. 

It think that is important for Spanish to be represented in the school's name

It’s so important to maintain the history of the immersion program and to honor it by keeping the 

Key Immersion name. The name respects what this fantastic program is, and what it means to our 

former families, students, staff and teachers. We may be changing buildings, but our name must 

remain true to the program’s history and all we love about the Escuela Key Immersion community!!!

Keep "Key", and keep it simple for the community!

Key Bi-lingual School (plus the same in Spanish).  "Bi-lingual" is, I think, better understood to the 

general public than "immersion".  But you didn't offer that option.  Why?  It's been discussed more 

than once on the PTA chat.  

Me encanta la escuela estoy contenta con la experiencia gracias 

NA

Please keep it simple. Having the word “School” in Spanish and English is weird. Key Elementary is a 

great brand, please don’t change it.

Simple is better.  Adding "Escuela" is OK to be more inclusive of Spanish speakers.  "Immersion" is 

not necessary; it just makes the name longer.

Thank you for including us in the naming. 

There was no need to drop Francis Scott. 

This one got my daughter's vote!
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To ensure the school will remain focused on Spanish Immersion and can’t be repurposed easily, 

while still explaining to those new to the school system what it is, I think having Immersion in the 

name is important instead of “Escuela”.

We also should be careful to maintain “Francis Scott” so that we continue to honor the author of 

the anthem rather than the object.

We have been Key for more 30 years

Why are we changing the name?  I never saw the 'reason'

Would love to see the language around the immersion school stay in the name.

Yay key school!!!!!!!!


